I. INTRODUCTION
The electromagnetic field in a medium with small variation, lu(r)l < 1, of index of refraction, n, obeys the scalar wave equation (1)
Writing k = kgz, neglecting terms of order u2, and setting In* = j k y + it is found that the perturbation wave function satisfies the paraxial equation
Here V $ = a2/ax2 + a2/a2z2, and y is the principal direction of propagation. (The time-dependence is exp( -jut).) The region of validity of this approximation has been described by a number of authors [l] , [2] and it is easy to show that the solution of (2) is identically the Fresnel diffraction integral expression In this communication we achieve an asymptotic series solution of this integral by a coordinate transformation followed by a successive integration by parts, leading to a series in k -I . Since = (1/2)61 + jSS where SI, SS are the perturbations of intensity and phase, respectively, it is found that the leading terms in the series represent the usual ray optics forms for 6s and 61. The succeeding diffraction terms do not, in general, appear to yield compact forms. However, for a one-dimensional variation of u, that is, a layered medium, we have found it possible to complete the integrations and obtain a compact and useful form for Many problems of practical significance in electromagnetic propagation do involve geometries which can be modeled as plane waves entering and propagating at some angle through a dielectric with a layered, one-dimensional, variation of complex permittivity. These include, for example, problems in radio wave propagation through the atmosphere and through the earth, problems in optical instrumentation of fluid flow fields, and problems in the analysis of the operation of gas dynamic laser cavities. The present development provides a computationally rapid means of determining the field for arbitrary permittivity variations in these and other applications.
I I . GENERAL RESULT
To reduce the Fresnel integral (3), we take the point of observation at r = (0, L, 0) and convert the r' coordinate system to a cylindrical system (p', +', y ' ) with axis alongy'. (See Fig. 1 .) Thus,
Integrating consecutively by parts
For a general variation of u we find U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright so the leading terms are the usual ray optical expressions for the phase and intensity variation when u is real.
III. LAYERED MEDIA
We consider a wave traveling in the y'-direction and traversing a planar index of refraction variation at initial angle 0. For 0 = ~/ 2 , the direction of propagation is normal to the layers and the transverse derivatives of the permittivity variation vanishes, leaving, as expected, only the first term in (6), representing the incremental phase (and attenuation) along the path; the paraxial wave equation is valid for a smooth, slow variation of permittivity and does not yield terms representing reflections. In general, the index of refraction variation is assumed to have scale W , and to be a function of distance from a center plane located at distance zm from the initial point. zm must be taken as negative when the y ' axis crosses downward through the center plane. The possible geometries are illustrated in Fig. 2 . In these drawings, the index of refraction is a function of distance, {', (1 = <'/ W ) from the center plane (indicated by the broken horizontal line marked C) and we are calculating the field variation at the point marked L . This point (and the propagation angle e) determine the Cy',z') coordinate system which is taken such that the observation point is located at range L on the y ' axis which is taken along the ray optic path from the entrance plane. (They ' axis is at angle 0 to the layers.) zm is the distance from the @ ' , z ' ) origin to the center plane; in calculating the field variations over a plane transverse to the layers, zm is varied.
Because the expression in the integrand is taken in the limit of vanishing p' = z'/sin 4 ' we write where co = (2, + y' sin @/Wand A( = ( -p ' sin 6' cos e)/W.
Consequently with (10)
Thus the series (9) contains only even powers of p ' . However, for 
Fourier Decomposition
For numerical computation of the fields in arbitrary index variation it is useful to consider a variation of the form E c,ejrr, r= . . . -2 , -1 , 0 , 1 , 2 
Numerical Example
The formulas derived in the preceding section were applied to determine the diffraction pattern resulting from a traversal through a lossless dielectric with a laminar variation of index modeled as a periodic repeating sequence of Gaussians given by has zero amplitude. The function is displayed graphically in Fig. 3 .
Since u is even and real, it follows from (16) that C, = C-, and we obtain from (21)
The C, in (23) is one-half of the rfh Fourier cosine coefficient a, in the expansion of (22). The first term in (23) contributes to the phase only. The intensity perturbation is given by twice the real part of the remaining term. Thus
(24)
The coefficients a, were obtained by a fast Fourier transform subroutine as part of a Fortran program to compute 61 using (24) on the NSWC CDC Cyber computer. The entire program required only 29 lines. A typical result is shown in Fig. 4 . The model described by (22) represents the index variation in an experimental flow field which was illuminated by a coherent beam. The observed diffraction pattern was found to be in excellent agreement with the result shown in Fig. 4 .
APPENDIX
In the previous numerical example we obtained a result for a Gaussian by dropping all but the first few spatial Fourier components of the index variation. It must be observed, however, that the asymptotic series will not converge for all values of the Fresnel parameter for such variations. The difficulty is associated with the divergent values of the successive derivatives of the Gaussian around the points of inflection. To observe this effect we return to (15) and note that the first term may be summed and (since k W S 1 ) is equal to ( j k W/sin O)ju(S; + y ) & , with y = sin2 0 cot2/2jk W . Because IyI 4 1, this term represents a small contribution to the geometric optics phase and will be neglected in the following.
We are left with We assume L sin B/W % 1. Thus for models in which the higher order derivatives of u are neither zero or rapidly decreasing, e.g.,
Gaussian and exponential, we need retain only the rn = n term.
Hence, we obtain Using L[*(x) = 1 and, for IzI < 1(3)
we find
Convergence, however, is only assured for 121 < 1, that is for 4 F < 1.
